
Hello Dragon City Fanatics! Here is a list of breeding combinations for the various dragons in Dragon City. I didn’t include dragons that are 
not breedable.

Here is a brief combination guide on breeding dragons in Dragon City. Click on each tab to find out the different cute little dragons 
you can get. If you would like to learn how to get free Dragon City gems with some work, click here. For those who also play Monster 
Legends, I also made a breeding guide for it.

List of Terra Dragon Combinations

Terra + Flame = Flaming Rock or Volcano

Terra + Sea = Waterfall or Mud

Terra + Nature = Tropical or Cactus

Terra + Electric = Star or Chameleon

Terra + Ice = Snowflake or Alpine

Terra + Dark = Hedgehog or Venom

Please note that you cannot breed Terra and Dark together for Armadillo dragon.

Dragon City Breeding Guide

Below is a quick chart from wikia of the opposite elements that cannot be bred directly.

Opposite Elements

The description of Breeding Guide for Dragon City
Welcome breeders!!
This guide will help you to get faster you dragons and reach higher levels. It provides very detailed 
information of all dragons and how to breed each one of them! With proven tips on breeding.
Don't waste your time with unconfirmed breeding pairs!
You can share your experience and comments with other users. 
Tell them how you got your dragons or read how they got them!
We will keep this guide updated with the most recent content.



Dragon City Breeding Guide including Dragon City Breeding Guide with list charts and pictures What makes 
Dragon City so fun it’s obviously the many possible combinations of dragons.
Dragon City Habitat New As you can tell from the chart, Flame, Sea, Ice, Nature, Metal, Dark and of course 
Legendary have decent gold caps.
For example, once you have hatched a dragon, you need to create the appropriate habitat for it to live in, and 
grow food to manage its ravenous hunger and level it up.
Once you have gotten some rare dragons such as Cool Fire or Soccer Dragon, you will have a chance to 
breed a new type called the Legendary and later on Pure dragons.
Elements Dragon City Dragon ElementsThere are 8 basic elements for the dragons in the game.
Food Farm The most efficient way to use your gold to grow food at the beginning is the 30 second dragon bell.
You can combat 3 players every 6 hours, so use it whenever you can! 2) Build a Dragon Stadium and use 
your dragons to fight in it.
The initial Terra habitat has a low gold cap(500) but the terra dragon has high gold/min earned.
For you to get the dragon you want, without having to test all the possibilities, here is the COMPLETE Dragon 
City Breeding Guide List and Chart.

As explained earlier, only a few Dragon Eggs are available to purchase from the outset in Dragon City. 
Others can be unlocked as you progress through the levels, but there are also many which require you 
to successfully breed two Dragon types to create. A guide to this is below, instructing on which 
combination of dragons are required to produce certain other types.

The first thing that you need is the parent dragons. For this, you will have to purchase your first egg. 
Through purchasing eggs, you are able to tick off the Plant, Fire, Earth, Water, Electric, Ice, Metal and 
Dark Dragons. Some of these require higher levels before you can buy them.

Dragons can start to breed at Level 4. They change their appearance at Level 4 and Level 7. A lot of the 
fun with Dragon City is about experimenting with different breeds. Although, if you want to avoid 
ending up with the embarassing Poo Dragon, you can follow our guide below!

Below is a list of other Dragon types that can be produced through breeding some of the basic 
dragons, categorized by basic dragon type (note that some are repeated - the idea is to provide you 
with a guide to the various types of Dragon that can be bred by mixing the first specific type with any 
othe

Basic Hybrid Dragons:

You can also get the Tropical, Blizzard and Star Dragons at 3, 5 and 7 Potions 
respectively, but these dragons are also available through breeding. Note that each draw 
in the Spell Game comes with a 6 hour cooldown time, which you can speed up by 
spending Gems. Every free draw that you take has a low chance of netting you the top 
prize of a Spell Book/Potion. To give yourself a moderate chance, you have to spend 
50,000 Gold, and for a 100 percent chance, 20 Gems. It is very hard, if not impossible, to 
succeed without spending some gems when the Dragon Potion quest is available (it is 
time restricted).




